
Art 208 
Photography I 
 

Darkroom Chemistry 
 

To Prepare Chemistry for Paper Developing: 
 
Gather 5 trays: 4 for chemicals, 1 for your own use. Make sure they are clean. Set 4 of the chemicals up in 
the darkroom sink. 
 
Chemical 1: Sprint Developer (1:9  100ml developer: 900ml water) 
Use: Develops your image on photographic paper.  
Physical properties: Light brown color 
Exhausted when: When stop bath exhausts, developer will most likely be exhausted as well. 
What to do with exhausted developer pour it down the darkroom drain, if chemical is not exhausted return 
it to tank. 
Time: 1 minute for RC, constant agitation. 2 minutes for Fiber Based, constant agitation 
 
Chemical 2: Stop Bath (1:9  100ml developer: 900ml water) 
Use: Terminates development  
Physical properties: the stop bath we use is yellow, it is acid, so be sure to add acid to water, not water to 
acid!!! 
Exhausted when: it turns lavender. The stop bath we use is an “indicator stop bath” so it tells us by its 
color change that it is exhausted 
What to do with exhausted stop bath: pour it down the drain, if chemical is not exhausted return it to tank. 
Time: 1 minute, constant agitation 
 
Chemical 3: Fixer (1:9  100ml developer: 900ml water) 
Use: Fixers dissolve undeveloped silver salts, which are washed from the print. It also makes your print 
permanent so that it is not sensitive to light.  
Physical properties: Clear, but smelly 
Exhausted when: do the negative test. To do a negative strip test, take a piece of undeveloped film and 
place it in the fixer. If it clears within 3 minutes it is still good. 
What to do with exhausted fix: pour it down the drain. Please note, in facilities where large quantities of 
fixer are used, a silver recovery unit would be present.If chemical is not exhausted return it to tank. 
Time: 3 minutes for RC, constant agitation. 5 minutes for Fiber Based, constant agitation 
 
Chemical 4: Fixer Remover (1:9  100ml developer: 900ml water) 
Use: Hypo clear accelerates and promotes the elimination of fixer from the paper and the emulsion and in 
doing so substantially decreases washing time.   
Physical properties: Blue in color.  
Exhausted when: The fixer remover will go from blue to green to yellow when exhausted. It is also an 
indicator chemical. When it is yellow, it is exhausted. 
What to do with exhausted hypo: pour it down the drain, if chemical is not exhausted return it to tank. 
Time: 2 minutes for RC, constant agitation. 3 minutes for Fiber Based, constant agitation 
 
Water Wash: Wash RC prints for 5 minutes in running water. Wash Fiber Paper for 10 minutes. If a new 
print is introduced during wash time, your time starts back to 0.  
 
 
 
 
 



Other Tips: 
Before moving a print from one tray to another let it drip for 10 seconds. This helps decrease the amount of 
chemicals passed from one tray to the next, resulting in longer life of chemicals. 
If you are using tongs, be sure to keep tongs designated to certain trays. For example, do not use the same 
tongs for both developer and stop bath. 
 
Print Drying: 
There are print dryers located in the photography work area. Squeegee your print first then transfer to one of 
the heated drying racks face up. Do not stack wet or even slightly damp prints on top of each other, they will 
stick together! Be sure your print is completely dry before placing it in a protective sheet. 
 
 
 
 
 


